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Cokie Comes To
Connecticut College

Polling Results Show
Connecticut College
Students Heavily Favor
Barack Obama

Dance
Professor
Resigns, But
Will Not Be
Forgotten
,

The Real Story Behind The E-Mail That
Shook Connecticut
College

KEITH FARRELL '09

BIKI LAPADULA '12

contributing writer
The idea: Get the freshman students
talking about politics during New
London 101.. The problem: I overslept. The solution: skipping class on
a sunny Wednesday morning to poll
the entire campus - or at least the first
150 unfortunate ramblers. On the plus
side, there seemed to be great interest
in this little experiment. In the end, I
had results from everyone including
students, professors, administrators
and even Williams School staff.
My first question was simply: Barack Obama or John McCain? Admittedly, the results were not surprising.
Our campus favors Barack Obama
89% to John McCain 8.6%. We are,
after all, a liberal arts college.
Or are we? When asked if our country should drill off-shore, one out of
every three Conn students said yes.
What happened to environmental
consciousness? Similarly, one in every four Connecticut College students
is opposed to affirmative action policies. .
Perhaps here at Conn, we are more
conservative than we'd like to admit.
But the more interesting results are
to be found'in the answers to the last
question. When
asked who out of
the following four
public figures you
would dine withCondeleezzaRice, ------Michael Phelps, Jon Stewart or Sarah
Jessica Parker - the campus significantly preferred the meet the two men
rather than the women.
, The simplistic view is that there is
an underlying sexism in our current
social structure. But I don't buy this
as the answer. Instead I believe that
these results are directly correlated
with the incredibly abrupt shelf-life of
our public politicians, celebrities, and
sports figures.
'
Imagine for instance that we had
taken this poll in mid-July when Sex
and The City was not yet passe and
the name Michael Phelps was not yet
omnipresent. A switch-a-roo in their
ranking would likely have occurred ..
This leads me to believe that the results of this 1>011 are not representative

Political
Analysis

SEE BUT
continued on page four
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staff writer

Cokie Roberts addressing the student body ill Evans Hall, last Wednesday. Photo
Courtesy of Carothers

EMILY ZUBKOFF '12
staff writer
On Wednesday September 17th,
Cokie Roberts, of New Orleans, took
some time off from her busy schedule
as a senior news analyst for NPR and
nationally syndicated newspaper columnist, to visit Connecticut College.
In Evans Hall in Cummings, Ms. Roberts discussed her most recent book,
Ladies of Liberty: The Women Who
Shaped Our Nation. Her latest book
resumes telling the history of influential women in politics in the United
States from her first bestselling book,
We Are Our Mother's Daughters as
well as Founding Mothers: The Women Who Raised Our Nation. Part of
her inspiration for authoring these two
books was the role politics has played
among female members of her family.
Not only was her mother a politician
but her sister, Barbara Boggs, was the
mayor of Princeton, New' Jersey. In
addition, she did not like the drastic
imbalance of knowledge she knew
about men in' politics as opposed to
women. Ms. Roberts' book demonstrates that women were more influential in shaping the United States than
people would believe. She referenced
Abigail Adams who wanted independence long before husband, John Adams and believed women were better
patriots than men. If the United States

ENTERTAINMENT
Not
Invited
To
Sproutfest? Find out
what the sustainable
garden was cooking
up.

Page 6

did win and gain independence, the
men would be held in high esteem
when women would not be able to
vote despite, experiencing. suffering and sacrifice while the men were
away. Additionally, after the 1808
presidential election James Madison's
opposing candidate, Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, stated he was beat by
Mr. and Mrs. Madison.
Cokie Roberts also discussed the
current presidential election. The majority of Americans regard this election to be one of the most significant
and important in years. When asked if
she thought the candidates had made
any egregious mistakes this year, Ms.
Roberts responded by saying yes, both
McCain and Obama have made errors
in their campaigns. Nevertheless, she
went on by stating that this election
, is not the most controversial political event in United States history. Ms.
Roberts talked about Thomas Jefferson "pimping" Dolly Madison and
her sisters for votes in congress. Dolly
Madison was also publicly accused of
being oversexed and unsexing James
Madison because he had no children.
Ms. Roberts still is eager to see the
results of this year's election due to
the revolutionary ballot. An example
of this is her interest in how Sarah Palin is attracting voters to McCain from

SEE ROBERTS
continued on page five
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On Monday September 15, Lan-Lan
Wang, acting chair of the Connecticut
College Dance Department, resigned
due to regrettable circumstances. The
Dean of Faculty, Roger Brooks, sent
an email stating that "her accomplishments in dance are very real" despite
the misrepresentation of her academic
degrees. Although this discovery may
cause us to doubt Lan-Lan's professional integrity, it is paramount that
we follow Dean Brooks' example
arid not allow it to reduce the merit
of her work at Connecticut College.
Lan-Lan came to Conn in 1994, after leaving her position as a tenured
professor at UCLA. As chair of the
Dance Department
at
Conn,
she
hired
new faculty
including
Richard
Schenk,
who teaches
Music
for Dance
and
accompanies dance technique classes.
Richard is "grateful for the role she
played in hiring [him] because [he
is] so proud to be part of the Connecticut College community." She
helped to create an exceptional department with a distinguished reputation among liberal arts colleges in addition to adding a new distinct style.
"She brought a certain balance in
the department as a result of her international background," says sophomore Khadija Griffith, "but also because her techniques were unique as
well as she made us aware of our job
as dancers to be politically aware."
Lan-Lan also brought in a number
of illustrious guest artists to teach
classes and work with students. One
of these was Dan Wagoner, who
danced with many modern dance pioneers and is also a renowned choreographer with a company based in New
York City. Among others she brought
was Andy LeBeau, who re-staged
Paul Taylor's "Aureole" for Conn
students last spring. Schenck says

SEE DESPITE
continued on page six
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Letter From The Editor

The

Our nation is at a crossroads. Gas prices are rising, American resentment is growing, and the economy is slipping further and further into
the gutter. While both candidates promise change, it is the Voice's feeling that only one candidate can truly deliver on that promise: Barack
Obama.
. It is not that John McCain is a bad candidate. A few years ago he
was one of the most moderate Republicans in the Senate. His outspoken support of campaign finance reform and other Democratic ideals
had many speculating that McCain might leave the Republican Party.
Unfortunately, when McCain's time in the limelight came, he gave up
all these reformist ideals, and fell in line with the rest of the GOP. His
decision to reverse his stances on Roe v. Wade, torture, tax-cuts for the
wealthy, and ethanol as an alternative fuel are just a few of the changes
he has made to appeal to a more conservative base.
. It is for this reason that I fear John McCain's message of change.
American needs someone who can change the nation, not his position
on policies.
Barack Obama is not the ideal candidate either. In a time when the
wrong presidential candidate could send America into a tailspin it could
not recover from, choosing a candidate with such little experience can
be a terrifying thought.
But is the thought of staying the course that much more appetizing?
Mr. Obama's departure from current policies is exactly .what this
country needs. The New Energy for America plan can set this country
on a course it would already be on it, had Ronald Regan never been
president. 'Further, as America's status in the global world continues to
slip, we need Mr. Obama's soft-diplomacy more than ever.
Ultimately, policies are only one part of your decision. Many people
vote based on emotion, virtues, or even looks. But the job of a Commander-In-Chief is to make decisions. And as.John McCain's decision
to nominate Sarah Palin as his vice president shows, he is not a good
decision maker.
With all of this in mind, the College Voice pleads for you to make the
right decision: Barack Obama.

e-mail ccvoice@conncoll.edu
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Climate Ride 2008:
Seniors. Bike To Save The
Environment
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Zip Cars Zoom Onto
Campus
Convenient, Eco-friendly Student Transportation
JONATHAN MARKSON '12
staff writer
This year Connecticut College
students who didn't bring their
own car to campus will have the
opportunity
to drive . "Zipcars,"
communal automobiles that can be
rented either by the hour or by the
day. Last year, a student initiative
presented the idea of bringing this
innovative car-sharing service on
campus to the Environmental Model
Committee. As a result, Connecticut
College contracted two Zipcars to
be placed on campus, beginning in
the fall 2008 semester. Starting in
1999, Zipcars have been effectively

Tyler Dunham and Mike Seager rode from New York City to Washington D.C.

.

.AMY FALK '11
letter to friends and family. To date,
they have raised $S,SOOcumulatively
staff writer
and are still pushing for more.
Glaciers are melting, the migration
Neither of the men rode frequently
habits of animais are changing, and before this opportunity arose: Seager
the earth's temperature is steadily was "a little skeptical about how
rising. All are results of climate physically challenging it would be,"
change. While many people sit back but Dunham convinced him that
and watch, others get up and attempt to "it would be a great opportunity
change. Two people in the latter group to get in shape and learn about
are Connecticut' College students important issues and people." The
Tyler Dunham and Mike Seager. choice to join Climate Ride was
Dunham and Seager, both seniors, pretty spontaneous, but they have
are participating in a 320-mile bike ride been training for several weeks now.
Dunham and Seager plan to wear
from New York City to Washington,
Connecticut College jerseys on their
D.C. in the hopes of raising awareness
for climate change, renewable energy, quest, and they couldn't be prouder.
and green jobs. Some of the goals of "We're excited to stand for the school
this ride, appropriately titled Climate and serve as representatives when we
Ride, include "the movement toward a talk to the speakers at the end of the
ride," Dunham said of the ride that
greenenergyeconomyandenco\ITaging
citizens to call on politicians to ends in a political protest with speakers
legislate meaningful climate change to gather on the steps of Capitol Hill.
"This is me trying. my hand at
and energy policies," as well as
"inspiring individuals to take their environmental activism," Seager,
share of responsibility for reducing an International Relations major,
mentioned. "It's a great activist
fossil fuel energy consumption,"
according to the ride's website. practice to demand something if
The money raised from the ride will you. really believe in the cause."
If interested in following Dunham's
go to "two non-profits dedicated to
helping the U.S. government move and Seager's adventures or want
towards a move sustainable future, to donate to their cause, check
climateride.org
and
http://
where climate change is less of an out
tylerandm
ike. blogs pot. com/.
issue," Seager said in a fundraising

Want to see an on-campus debate, between
Obama and McCain?
SGA will host a debate between professors Alex
Hybel and Edward McKenna, along with several
students, who will represent the presidential candidates' views on the environment, offshore drilling,
and otheriillportant issues. Come watch sparks
fly on October 3 from 7-9pm in Cro's Nest.

placed in cities all around the nation
in an effort .to reduce the congestion
of cars on the roads and to, in tum,
diminish the negative effect that our
automotive driving habits wreak onto
the environment. "1 didn't want to
bring a car on campus because of how
. much of a hassle it is to maintain,
especially with how expensive gas
is." said freshman Hannah Landes,
"But now when I want access to
a car, I can just drive one of the
Zipcars."
So Camels, if you're
really itching to get to that concert in
downtown New London or go to the
beach, two Zipcars will be available
on campus starting in October.

Students Adjust to New
Lockout Policy
ANNA KAUFMAN &ARI OLSWANGER '12
staff writers
You run anxiously back to your
room because you forgot your paper'
and you're already late. Or, you sprint
down the hall shivering in your towel
towards the warmth of your room.
Or, after a late night at the library
all you want to do is crawl into bed.
But just as you reach the refuge of
your room and fumble for your key,
your heart begins to race and you
realize you left it inside. You knock
on the door, shake it, and eventually
almost break it down. No one is
inside and you realize with a sudden

"We responded to
4,000 lockouts last
year alone, but probably more than that ...
Campus safety was
living in the dorms"

sense of dread ... you're locked out!
So you run through your options:
I. Camp outside until, by some
miracle, your roommate shows up
(it is even worse for those of you
in singles) 2. Panic 3. Track down
your house fellow or 4. Depending
on the time of day, call the Office of
Residential Living or Campus Safety.
Whatever saves the most money,
right? It's only $IS - no wait it's $2S!
Last year Connecticut College
charged $IS per lockout after the first
two offenses at no charge, and they
were all handled by Campus Safety.
This year the amount has been upped
to $2S, and the job of coming to the
rescue of the student stranded outside
their room has been divvied up.
According to the Director of
Campus Safety, Tom Hogarty, at
larger universities "there is a strong
RA system equivalent to the house
fellows." Hogarty said that these RAs,
"would do lockouts, enforce the rules
and write students up." At Connecticut
College, however, previous house
fellows did not have the power to
help locked out students because this
job was handled by Campus Safety.
"This means that campus safety was
in the dorms a lot," Hogarty said.
Hogarty
admits
that
campus
safety spent too much time in the
dorms last year. "We responded to
4,000 lockouts last year alone but
probably more than that, because we
were too busy running to the next

lockout to write tickets.
Campus
safety was living in the dorms."
This year, Campus Safety handles
all lockouts from 2a.m. to 8:30a.m,
Residential Life handles all lockouts
up until Sp.m. and house fellows cover
the rest up until 2a.m. Amy Gauthier,
the Director of Residential Life said
that her office will be hiring students
who will help with the lockouts
during the day as part of their job.
"This can only help to improve
Campus Safety community relations
with the student body. With any change
there are always growing pains, but it
will get better. It is a positive move
in the right direction," Hogarty said.
Although this new policy has its
positives, some feel that it could have
been thought through a little better.
Junior Welbith Mota is an example
of a student who fell victim to the
holes within this new school policy.
"One Sunday, I got locked out for
six hours. My house fellow was at the
beach and I do not have a cell phone
so it was very difficult to even contact
her," Mota said. "What if! had a test
the next day? I called campus safety
twice. They were nice but refused to
come let me in and said it was time for
my house fellow to be on call". The
policy states that if a house fellow is
off campus, the on duty house feilow
should open the door. Unfortunately
we don't have any access to who
is the "on-duty"
house fellow.
Three hours seems like an unjust
time to be locked out of one's room,
on top of the $2S fee. "In the past,
campus safety was there within
IO-IS minutes. Plus, house fellows
are students too and they.have taken
on an added responsibility with no
added benefit," Mota said. It is no
surprise that house fellows are not all
pleased with this new policy either.
"You know I'm a little peeved.
Prior to applying for the house fellow
position, they did not tell us that
they'd be adding this responsibility,"
Freeman House fellow Neil Jones
said.
"I just felt hoodwinked
by whoever made this change."
Although
this
policy
keeps
campus safety in the dorms less,
thus minimizing write-ups, it is
evident that the lockout policy has
not been completely
successful.
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Facebook Gets A Facelift
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But How Liberal Are We

KATHERINE SARTIANO '12

even went so far as to Create an
application that would return users
back to the old layout; however, users
staff wriier
found that adding the application
For the past few months, Facebook was only a temporary solution.
users have logged on and been
Members of these groups and
greeted by a message reading, "Soon, students at' Conn complained that
we'll be switching Facebook over to the new format is less coherent,
its new design. You can see it ahead less functional, and less organized.
of time. Check it out now." On Some even stated that the new layont
September' 12, however, that message would decrease their Facebook
had been changed to read, "Welcome activity. Users have had various
to the new Facebook." The website's other complaints, such as that finding
decision to permanently switch users birthdays is difficult, postings are
to this new design caused much grief not easily visible on walls, finding
amongst college students everywhere. specific friends is complicated
Many users were left wondering because they are all grouped together,
why Facebook decided to change its and finding applications is difficult
format. .According to a blog post on because of their new location.
.Facebook by Mark Slee, the Product
Many others simply do not like the
Manager for the new Facebook, the new Facebook because they dislike
changes were made in an effort to change. Erin Iannotti, a' freshman,
make Facebook,· "simpler, cleaner, said, "I didn't like it at first because
more relevant, and easier to control." it was different," however, after
Some of the most noticeable using it more she said, "I don't notice
changes in the new layout are that much of a difference besides the
the mini-feed and the wall have both layout, but I prefer the old onemore,"
been consolidated, while user profiles
Although most users seem
and news feeds have now been split frustrated with the new Facebook,
into tabbed sections. The new format SOl)1eprefer the new layout. Users
also allows for more control over have noted that they like how the
content, such as easily allowing users site now has more options, such
to choose whether they want more or as choosing to look at someone's
less updates on a specific friend, and' wall posts or info on different tabs.
letting users easily change their status: Brittany Badik,a freshman, said, "I
Despite Facebook's effort to like how it's wider. You have more
improve the site, many users were sections and options, I also like the
frustrated with the new design. new location of the about me section,
Over the past few weeks, numerous its more noticeable now, and I like
Facebook groups have,been created in the fact that you can change your
protest of the new format, including: profile picture just by rolling over it."
"1,000,000 AGAINST THE NEW
Even though the reaction to the
FACEBOOK LAYOUT!" which new Facebook has overall been
has over 2.1 million members; "We negative, many users stated' that
Don't like the new Facebook," with they are, "getting used to it," and
over 170,000 members; and even, hope that in time the new layout will
"GRRR how confusin is da NEW becomejust as familiar as the old one.
FACEBOOK LAYOUT," a group
created by a Connecticut College
student. Disgruntled Facebook users

Pipe Explodes In
Hamilton
, Voice Editorial Staff
Hamilton found itself in worse
shape than usual Saturday, when
a pipe exploded, flooding the first
floor of the recently renovated
dorm with water dark as ink. According to sources, the burst pipe
was the result of an errant golf
club. Campus Safety responded
by shutting off the water, but

many rugs and slippers were ruined before the officers could get
there. First floor residents were
allowed to re-enter their rooms
late Sunday night.

continued from page one
of our own reflections, values or opinions, but rather of those that pop-culture
and mass media incessantly feed to us.
In other words, we don't reallyknow

what we want.

The Results
Who Are You Voting For?
2.'"

Obama
89.06%
McCain
,8.59%
Other
2.34%

What Should The Drinking Age Be?
18
79.84%
21
20.16%

Should We Drill Offshore?

Yes
32.77%
No
67.22%

Should The Next President Support
Affirmative Action?

Yes
75.43%
No
24.56%

Should We Get Militarily Involved In
Georgia?
Yes
19.29%
No
80.7%

Who Would You Dine With?

18.8

30,1.

18.14

Jon Stewart
38.14%
Michael
Phelps
25.11%
Sarah Jessica Parker
18.14%
Condolee'z_
za Rice
18.6%
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Police Blotter
Brought To You By i-Board
11:14p

September 06-14
Key:
CDUC: Creating Dangerous
and Unhealthy Conditions
P/U: Possession and/or Use
Saturday, September 6
1O:34p South
Room Host
CDUC

1
3

Wednesday, September 10
8:42p South
CDUC
2
Underage P/U 2'
Responding to Violations 2
Thursday, September 11
9:35p
North
Room Host
I
Noise
1
Underage P/U 1
9:36p

1O:29p

North
Room Host
1
Underage P/U 6
South
Underage P/U 1

SAC Calendar
Wednesday, September 24,
SAC is hosting a Tailgate Party for the CC vs. Coast Guard
Men's Soccer game.
The
'game starts at four, and there
will be free Hot Rod's food
for spectators to munch on
while they watch the game.
Thursday,September25,SAC
is hosting a Celebrity Rehab
Dance in the 1962 Room from
11pm-2am. Dress as your favorite celebrity in their worst
moments (think of those awful Britney or Amy Winehouse photos for inspiration).
You'll get to walk Connecticut College's version of the
red carpet.

Roberts
Eage.r To
See Election
Results
continued from page one
Obama, citing that her vice presidential candidacy particularly affected
white women. Ms. Roberts claimed
the true deciding factor of winning
the election is based on voters' judgment. Questions like "who do I trust
more?" or after four years "what have
you done for me?" affect who will be
our next president. The Connecticut
College community and America will
find out in November reading, listening, or watching Cokie Roberts cover
the final days of the 2008 election.

11:34p

Central
Physical Assa.
Underage P/U
Property
Central
Hospital Transp.

Friday, September 12
12:00a
Central
Room Host
Capacity
Noise
Underage P/U
12:40a
North
Underage P/U
Noise
Property
CDUC
1:20a
South
Open Container
1:48a
Central
Property
1:50a
North
Room Host
Drinking Games
Underage P/U
Guest Host
3:04a
South
Property
Mutual Respect
Compliance

I
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1

32. Newspaper notice, for
short
33. Make a mistake
34. Electoral_
(body
that elects the
President and Vice
President)
36. Huge computer corp.
39. Village People htt wtth
hand motions
41. Takes too much, for
short
42. Elizabeth _(28Across in the 2000
Presidential race)
43. Republicans'
opponents
46. Lists of options
47.
Keyes (28Across in the 2000
Presidential race)
48. Workers in the E.R and

3
2
6
1
4
4
2
9
2
4
2
1
2

.l-Board saw 4 cases this week.
Of the iO students, 7 were
found responsible for at least
one violation.
The Adjudication Teams heard
3 cases this week. Of the 3 students, none were found responsible.

incidents for 9/6 - 9/14
ALL Alcohol-Related

~Ntw ork~
..

.II••, ~
'N W W

L earnIng
. N ctwork

.nvtirne s.com/Ie arninq

23'

ll

24
Drug PIU
Compliance
CDUC
Mutual Respect
Noise
Property
Responding to violations
Room Host
Guest Host
Capacity
Hospital Transports
Theft
Physical Assault

TOTALS

ACROSS

OR

Saturday, September 13
10:34p
North
Room Host
2
Capacity
2
Underage PIU 2
Open Container
I
Compliance
1
Central
11:01p
Guest Host
1
South
1I:03p
Room Host
1
Capacity
1
Underage PIU 1
North
1I:06p
Room Host
1
Underage P/U 1
DrugPIU
1
Sunday, September 14
North
1:01a
Hospital Transp. 1
North
1:4Oa
Guest Host
1

I

THE ELECTORAL PROCESS
Puzzle by Frank A Longo
Edited by 'Mil Shortz
1 . _ a ballot (enter
votes)
5. " ... even _ speak": 2
wds.
9. Network that airs
'Frasier'' and "Friends"
12. " ... to fetch
of
water": 2 wds.
14. _ out (go nuts)
15. Suffix wtth schnozz
16. Number 2 person on a
polficel ticket: 2 wds.
18. You can clean the
floor wtth tt
19. 'Wnnie the
"
20. Game show hosts, for
short
21 . "Sands of
Jima"
(classic World War II
film)
22. Vlkestler Hulk and
actor Paul
25. "_ humbugl"
26. ''V\Ihat's
for me?":
2wds.
27. Signs of the future
28. One of the people to
choose from on
Election Day
30. Fourth planet from the
sun
31 . "The Fresh Prince of
__ Air

1

Noise
2
2
I

10

67a

11

12
16
19
22

1-:.7:;-t--+-t--

ill

57

SIl

59

10 1999. TIl2

~oiW

YOft, Tirnqs.

49. Minor memory failures
50. Homo sapiens
51 . ''V\Ihere do
from
here?": 2 wds.
52. "Runaway Bride" star
Richard
53. Prefix wtth term, night
or west
54. Trying to win the
support of voters
59. Dallas-to-Nashville
direction: Abbr.
60. Letter sent over the
Internet
61 . "Dr. Dolittle" star
Murphy
62. "Dawson's Creek" star
James Van
Beek
63. What a student crams
for
64. Shoe bottom

DOWN
1 . Bumper sticker stte
2. storekeeper on "The
Simpsons"
3. _ Francisco, Calif.
4. Lightweight metal cake
containers: 2 wds.
5. Bracelet sfte
6. Sailor

•

7. They bark when
strangers enter the
house
8.
out a living (barely
scrapes by)
9. Resulls from polttical
conventions
10. Really mess up: 2
wds.
11 . "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" author
Truman
13. oetrct football team
14. Letters between E and
I
17. Negative votes
22. The "H" of "HBO"
23. "The Mod Squad" costar Epps
24. Division of a state into
imbalanced eiection
districts
25. Voters make their
choices on them
26. Ugandan tyrant _
Amin
28. Animation sheet
29. "How can
sure?":
2wds.

31 . Monopoly, chess or
Risk: 2 wds.
34. 300, in Roman
numerals
35. Actors Asner and
Harris
37. Color of 46-Down's
hair
38. Disorder
40. II's between Sun. and
Tue.
42. Relies (on)
43. stopped up, as a river
44. One of Seinfeld's
friends
45. Fragrances
46. Homer Simpson's wife
49. Hawaiian necklace
51 . Rapper -turned-actor
52 _ pal (girlfriend)
55. Nectarine center
56. Wedding promise: 2
wds.
57. Nothing
58."
whizl"
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Despite
Controversy,
Students Still
Have Regard
For Lan-Lan
Wang
continued from page one
this gave the dancers the chance to
"make connections to the professional
dance world, which has resulted in
many of them getting performance
opportunities
after
graduation."
In addition to bringing artists to
Conn, Lan-Lan has produced an impressive body of work for her students. She has choreographed pieces
for many department concerts and has
used a wide variety of movement and
music that showcases her versatility
as a choreographer. She uses space in
a visually impacting way and creates
a unique energy among her dancers.
She has even taught students traditional dances such as the "Chinese Sash
Dance" to expand their awareness of
global dance. She has also taken student groups to China, where some had
the chance to perform, adding an intemationallevel to student experience
that is rare among college dancers.
Her accomplishments
have extended far beyond the realm of Connecticut College. In 2004, the College
was given a $50,000 grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation to support a
project to benefit the Mekong Region
of Southeast Asia and China's Yunnan Province, directed by Lan-Lan.
The project began with a conference
at Conn in April 2004, bringing scholars and experts in cultural affairs to
the College for lectures and discussions. The project would consist of
a series of public programs implemented in the Mekong region by
Conn and the Smithsonian Institute
which would connect cultural traditions of that region to audiences in

Photo Courtesy of Media Relations

the United States. One proposed program would enable Yunnan ethnic
performers to tour the United States.
Through this project, Lan-Lan aimed
to connect cultural communities and
break barriers that would allow the
academic world to think in new ways.
Conn dance students have an
amazing regard for Lan-Lan. Aside
from pushing her students academically and artistically, she cared for
them and was a source of advice.
Griffith says, "Lan-Lan took me under her wing from the minute I got here.
She always takes care of us and knows
each individual and what we're about."

David Dorfman, who has returned
from sabbatical to head the department again, says, "I have known
Lan-Lan for a very long time - and
she is a true force of nature. Her
gifts to the Dance Department
were many, expert and personal."
This week, dance students and faculty alike have mourned her resignation, and her absence will be felt for
some time. However, she alone did
not make the Dance Department a
unique and thriving one. The rest of
the devoted faculty remains, as do the
students who give so much of their
time and energy to the art. It would

be difficult to find such a close and
active community anywhere else on
campus that provides a support network which has kept many optimistic in spite of the shock. This artistic
and committed group will continue
to grow and produce exciting work
that enriches our College's culture.
"Lan-Lan's
work will live on
through her appreciative students
worldwide," says Dorfman, and he
is confident that the "department
will continue to flourish - big time!"

Sproutfest: Eating Locally Has Never Tasted This Good
!'i

BEN EAGLE '09
editor-in-chief
Chef Stephanie Blennerhassett is a
marvel in the kitchen. Ingredients and
recipes don't motivate this gastronomic genius however; her motivation
stems from music and colors. "I'Il
look at a dish," Chef Steph explained,
"and say to myself 'This dish. This
looks like a Bowie dish." One Bowie
dish was the Grilled Pumpkin Soup,
which Chef Steph equated to the song
"Andy Warhol".
While I couldn't
envision Bowie's warbling voice by
looking at the soup, once I sampled it,
I understood. Like the song, the soup
was stripped down, yet so distinctive.
This and other culinary creations
comprised the samplings at this year's
Sproutfest.
Sponsored by Sprout,
Connecticut
College's
sustainable
food organization, this year's festivities were an exclusive affair; only faculty and staff were allowed to attend.

"We wanted to let the faculty and staff garden itself, the club reached out to loknow that we existed," Eric Dooley- cal farmers' markets. The arugula and
Feldman, one of the leaders of Sprout, amaranth salad featured arugula, goat
said in defense of the selective crowd. cheese, and avocado that a club memWhile many students are aware of the ber purchased from Fiddleheads in
bountiful
New Longarden that
"Sprout treated the faculty and staff don. While
lies behind
members to a variety of dishes and the salad
the
360
like
deserts that utilized produce straight looked
apartment
the creation
complex,
from the Sprout garden."
of a bored
for
many
child at a
faculty and staff members this was dinner table, the contrast of the leafy
their first taste.
amaranth greens and the silkiness of
And what a first taste it was. Sprout the avocado were peerless.
treated the faculty and staff members
The pairing of such unlikely ingredito a variety of dishes and deserts that ents is only one facet of Chef Steph's
utilized produce straight from the cooking skills. The sophomore, who
Sprout garden. Watermelon, pome- attended French culinary school for
granate, and mint gazpacho proved to two weeks between her junior and sebe an exercise in a variety of textures. nior year in high school, is also familWhole-wheat flatbread featuring egg- iar with desert flavors. The cranberry,
plant, bell peppers, and pesto-all
blueberry, raspberry cobbler, which
grown less than five hundred feet from was made from ingredients purchased
where I ate it- graced our plates.
at the farmers' market (Sprout is
For dishes in which all the ingredi- growing raspberries and strawberries,
ents could not be grown in the Sprout but they are not ripe yet), was one of
~
~

the best deserts I had ever tasted. Its
crunchy, perfectly crisped crust was
the perfectly compliment to the warm,
tangy berries within.
When everyone had finished sampling Sprout's bounty, Chef Steph,
Dooley-Feldman, and recent graduate
and summer garden manager, Misha
Johnson, took a moment to speak with
all in attendance. The three of them
stressed the benefits of fresh produce,
both from a taste standpoint and from
a health standpoint. And while Sprout
was happy to make a connection with
the faculty and staff members, they
promised to work with students soon
too.
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I AM Festival Descends

On New London Again
SOPHIE MAGUIRE '10
staff writer
This year's I AM Festival fell on a
beautiful day. Two stages were set up
at Waterfront Park, really just the set
of docks across the train tracks running
parallel to Bank Street. In addition
to the live music, vendors, organizations, and local businesses had set up
booths each try to sell their respective
product; representatives from Fiddleheads (the local food co-op) and the
Bean & Leaf (the local coffee spot) to
Obama campaigners and Green Peace
activists were present.
It wasn't crowded in the afternoon,

but the people who gathered proved
to be quite diverse. Families strolled,
Photo Courtesy of the Web
checking out the vendors, devouring
hot-dogs, and giggling while watching the tunes. The overall attitude
was one of content and relaxation.
Although the earlier bands were not
especially pleasant to one's ear, the
environment produced a sense of
community, which for a city that has
the reputation of being abandoned,
beauty of the Mexican coast, a sight
RACINE OXTOBY '11
was refreshing.
that would surely be harder to expeThe Festival, which began in 2006,
rience had they chosen to travel by
traditionally provides live music from
staff writer
plane or bus.
noon until the last show, which begins
Spending so much time traveling
What can you do to help the enviaround ten o'clock. This year's big
ronment? Recycle bottles and cans? by bike with each other certainly has name in the I AM Festival was Jay
Drive a hybrid car? What about tour its perks. They're probably ridicu- Reatard. Originally from Memphis,
with your band and have the concerts lously fit and you quickly pick up a Tennessee, the Ramones and Wipers
be powered by your audience mem- vibe from the group that they're like inspired singer (playing with a backa family. They even have a dog that
bers riding bicycles?
up band) included the I AM Festival
The Ginger Ninjas find an exciting joins them on their tour!
They came to Conn on bikes as
and inspiring way to blend environally, but still enough for them to have
well,
having started their new tour
mental consciousness with audience
to stop because the bike would have
participation with their unique pow- from Manhattan and biking 100 miles
fallen off the stage. Right at the start
ering system. They are able to power to be at our school on the day of the
of the Ginger Ninjas' set, it sounded
entire sets without ever plugging their TNE.
a little like there were some technical
At the TNE, the bike system was
instruments into walls.
problems, (fue to the "Party Pedaleasy to comprehend - a light system
In 2007, they became the first band
ers" not pedaling fast enough (orange
to tour completely by bicycle, making on the handlebars acted like a traffic
means bike faster, guys, didn't we
light
for
the
riders:
green
means
go,
the 5,000 mile trek from their home
just
go through with this?).
base in Northern California to south- red means stop, whereas orange just
Their
sound is light and fun, acousmeans pedal faster-but a few small
ern Mexico. They called their tour
tic
and
Latin-tinged, with a little
the Pleasant Revolution. Not only did problems started to get in the way.
slam poetry and a harmonica thrown
Some people were biking with
they help the environment by using
in sometimes. I'm a sucker for their
enough effort and force that the bike
little electricity or oil along the way,
sexy opener, titled "Blueberry Wine,"
actually started to move, albeit gradubut they also got to see the natural

TNE Band Brings New Meaning to
the Term "Audience Participation"

as part of a larger international tour.
Jay Reatard gave an energetic performance, and New Londoners in
their 20s and 30s bobbed their heads,
sometimes feeling the urge to let go
in the small mosh pit that broke out at
the edge of the stage.
The walk back through downtown,
post-Jay Reatard, made the quickly
evolving scene of 20 something New
London hipsters apparent. Advertised
after party locations gave the "16
plus" crowd a well as the "2l plus"
crowd destinations to convene at. A
Connecticut College student presence
was not included in both age groups.
It made me wonder-why don't more
Conn students hang out in downtown
New London? The plethora of restaurants, bars, and art galleries make
downtown the prime location for
weekend evenings.
The I AM Festival was a great way
to kick off the new school year, giving hope to the slowly forming relationship between Connecticut College
students and the New London community at large. If you see advertisements for events downtown,

or even

just want to grab a cup of coffee at the
Bean & Leaf while perusing the farmers' market (Tuesdays and Fridays at
the Municipal parking lot) tell your
friends and make it an outing! More
festivals, openings, and concerts are
sure to stop in New London, so keep
your eyes pealed.

sung solo by lead singer Echo. Many
of their songs promote bicycle usage,
and many also speak of brotherhood
and getting along with your friends
and neighbors. It's certainly a band
with a few welcoming

messages

to

be heard, and a groovy, slinky sound
to go with them.

Get It.
You pursue excellence. And at CTJobs.com, we know you'll achi~veit at Connecticut College. That's Why we'd like to take this moment to welcome you back to school, and remind you that we're

here to help you find that perfect job. Affiliated with numerous Connecticut newspapers, we simplify your job search by providing you with extraordinaty opportunities that match your skills and
interests. It all begins the moment you visit CTJobs.com. Got it? Now go out and get the job you want.

CTjo
•
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Lan - Lan, We Will Miss You

DANA WILSON '11
staff writer
It was a cold, overcast day when I
arrived at Connecticut College for the
first time, prepared for another long,
statistics-filled campus tour. I was
more than eager to find a school that
would fit me, but as] followed the enthusiastic tour guide with my mother
and a group of nervous students and
parents, I could not shake a daunting
sense of deja-vu, It was January of my
freshman year of college, and [ was
unexpectedly back at square one: the
visits. The brochures. The cheerful
admissions ladies. Trying to picture
myself happy here but haunted by the
same process that had, just one year
ago, lead me to the wrong school.
As a high school senior, I was
filled with excitement at the prospect
of picking a college almost anywhere
in the country. I grew up in a small
town in Connecticut, and a change
of scenery was my top priority. Unwilling to apply to any New England
schools, I chose a large, beautiful city
school in the South, and when I got
accepted early action in December, I
was sold.
I can now say from experience that
spontaneity is not always the best approach when making major life decisions. I learned soon after arriving
that 70% of the student body lived off
campus, and not just off campus but
half-hour drives away in many cases.
I realized what "65% in-state" truly
meant - the majority of my classmates already had at least a handful of
acquaintances and friends, and many
had no intention of venturing outside
their high school social circles. Going home every weekend was also a
popular option. Upon my explaining
that Iwas from Connecticut and knew
only one other person at the school,
and not very well, my roommate exclaimed, "Oh my God! What are you
going to do?"
Making new friends had not
seemed like such a shocking expectation before, but now I felt a growing
sense of panic. Several of my floor
mates and Idiscovered that events on
the social calendar drew pathetic to
non-existent turnouts, and our dorm
mates gave us nothing more than
vague smiles when we made efforts
to introduce ourselves. My theory
that maybe all freshmen felt this way
failed as I talked to more and more of
my high school friends and heard what
fabulous times they all were having at
their new schools.
I eventually managed to find a
group of friends (most of whom ended up transferring as well), but continued to feel unsettled and out of place
in my new environment. It didn't take
long for me to admit to myself that I
had made the wrong decision, and that
I would have to fix it.
Over winter break I met with my
college counselor from high school,
· d to
and was surprised and re Iieve
learn between 40 and 50% of college
students transfer at some point during
their college careers. My counselor
also confirmed my suspicion that I
had a long, detailed process ahead of
is time I would have to
me, and th at th
do it right.
10 applications, 18 semester hours,
and countleSs transcnpt requests, e·1 h ne calls brochures, hours
mals,pO'
. of
iti
and weeks of mailboxessay-wn III

Lan Lan dancing (Courtesy oj dance department)

LAURA SNOW '09
contributing writer
I often did not see eye-to-eye with
Lan-Lan Wang, my one-time faculty
advisor, professor, and departmenthead. As a freshman, I thought her
view of modem dance old-fashioned,
not in line with the "cool", downtown,
post-modem dance scene I aspired to.
She asked more of me than I wanted
to give both as a dancer and a college
student, going so far as to express
simultaneous

disappointment in me

at times and encouragement always.
Now a senior, I see I grew up too late,
because with her resignation I will
no longer have her at this institution
to continually question my comfort
level and push me to progress. Part
of becoming an adult at Connecticut
College was learning to appreciate
and grow from perspectives disparate
from my own, and I slowly found that
Lan-Lan Wang, the steady hand of the
dance department, had a lot to offer in
life experience, cross-cultural viewpoints and classical training.
On Monday afternoon, the dance
department gathered for a last minute meeting to quell the rumors and
break the news.
Our department
head had misrepresented her credentials, and, without goodbye, resigned.
What followed was an hour plus of
checking later, I was invited to join
the class of 20 II at Connecticut College, my first choice. I was overcome
with relief, but still nervous about
starting all over again in yet another
new place.
My anxiety faded by the minute the
longer I was here. The 24 other transfers and I were welcomed along with
the freshmen, and the week leading up
to classes was filled with pleasant surprises. Everyone I talked to seemed
genuinely interested in meeting me. I
instantly picked up on the importance
of community and school unity, which
was one of the most important aspects
I had been seeking in my new school.
I was thrilled to witness the thriving
student life on campus, to learn that
school events here mean popular,
well-loved traditions, and to meet so
many friendly, down-to-earth people.
My fellow transfers and I may still
be finding our footing and trying to
distinguish ourselves from new freshmen, but I cannot imagine a better
place to be the "new kid."

conversation, tears and brisk words
with Roger Brooks, dean of faculty,
over his school-wide email. I genuinely appreciate his attendance at our
meeting, but due to the emotional
closeness of the department, the notification email felt abrupt to the dancers who had to learn of Lan-Lan's
departure through campus word of
mouth. Dean Brooks apologized for
how this was perceived, but the damage was done. A rational group of
people, we understand why Lan-Lan
was dismissed (ahem, resigned): she
made a lie that could possibly tarnish
this institution if gone unrecognized.
Like the undefined mixture of feelings
within myself, the dance department
expressed a hodgepodge reaction of
betrayal, confusion and overwhelming sadness. Like children who find
that their parents aren't always right,
the reputation of one of our mentors
had been questioned.
What to do now? Lan-Lan Wang
in large part raised the Connecticut
College dance department to the standard of excellence it stands at today;
and make no mistake, it is excellent.
The college is renowned nationally
for its dance department, and for that
we all owe her a debt of gratitude. I
am thankful to Lan-Lan for helping
to build the phenomenal group offaculty that remain here today, our dance
mamas and papas: David Dorfman,

Lisa Race, Robyne Watkin, Heidi
Henderson, Adele Myers, and many
devoted others. Do I feel my education has been "gypped" by Lan-Lan's
mistruths? In no way - since 1994
she has pushed scores of students to
excellence, and the proof is in the results. This summer, I emailed LanLan in a panic about work study and
editing my honors thesis; one hour
later, though late at night, she emailed
me back offering scores of advice and
promising more once she returned
home from China. This was her devotion; this is her legacy.
Above the department meeting
Monday hung on the walls Lan-Lan's
photographs of famous modem dancers and choreographers. One signed
by Martha Graham, mother of modem
dance read, "To Lan-Lan, with appreciation and affection". If it's good
enough for Martha, it's good enough
for me. With appreciation and affection, Lan-Lan, I thank you and offer
you all the best in luck, wishes and
love.
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POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES

Oh, Cokie
LILAH RAPTOPOULOS '11
opinions editor
The proudly lopsided Connecticut
College, now with two liberal clubs
on campus and no conservative, with
a 94% Obama approval rate (according to an SGA poll) embraced Cokie
Roberts on Wednesday afternoon with
open arms. Many of us walked into it
blindly, expecting yet another rally of
sorts. And they left surprised by the
extent of her neutrality.
I found Roberts to be impressive
and incredibly mature. She is no blind
supporter of a packaged set of beliefs.
She is a professional journalist, who
has educated herself thoroughly in
American history, she is a women's
rights advocate, she is a nonbiased but
opinionated receptacle of statistics
and politics. And she's funny ("I still
think of you as Connecticut College
for Women, but that's okay, 'it makes
me like you better.").
The thing is, we're so surrounded
by this uniform, liberal bubble we
can't even see its restraints. My own'
family spent the entirety of Labor Day

weekend yelling about Palin's life- now, a lot of Americans have, regardtime NRA membership and making less of his policies and of our current
fun of Cindy McCain's pink cast, the government's incompetence, decided
cause of a wrist strain from shaking they trust John McCain.
She also indirectly but clearly retoo many hands.
It's almost impossible for us to minded us, through her non-bias and
understand how anyone could vote 'her statistics, that it doesn't matter if
for the incumbent party again, when we don't get it, and it doesn't help. Because 50%
80% of our
country
is
"[Roberts is a professional journal- of voting
Ameriunsatisfied
ist, who has educated herself thorough- cans do
with' our current position. ly in American history, she is a women S think this
So
,When you go rights advocate, she is a nonbiased but way.
you
to a restau- opinionated receptacle of statistics and if
don't get
rant and you
politics. And she funny. .. "
it,
don't
get bad food,
make
fun
you might go
of
it.
Being
condescending,
although
to the restaurant again, but you don't
go a third time. What many of us fun, is probably not the best tactic.
It's isolating.
can't understand is if this government
The last of Roberts' points that
has failed on every level, how could
deserves
reiteration is that although
people want them again?
I don't get it either. But Roberts re- the numbers are unpromising now,
minded us of a few important things. anything can happen. More specifiOne is that in the end, Americans don't cally, all of ABC's models and statisvote for ten-point issue platforms, be- tics could be completely wrong in the
cause we know that problems will al- end, because they assume young votways arise that we can't control. So it ers won't vote. Because we d!;ually
becomes a judgment call. And right don't. There are certain demographics

J

s

An Immodest
Proposal
IAN BARNES '09
staff writer

is, given the option of having sex with
a stick or a rock, don't tell me why the
stick is gross and unpleasant. Tell me
why I'd want to have sex with a rock.
There. I've stated the obvious.
Politicians are steaming heaps of ly. ing, insincere worthlessness and their
campaigns thrive off inane, asinine
topics. Want to hear my favorite part?
It's your .fault. This country is a breeding ground for sophistry because you
tolerate it. Rhetoric has become entwined with government to the point
where we can no longer separate them
because you allowed it.
You simply accept the word "politics" as something that is necessarily
tied to government and there's nothing you can do about it. It's the way
things are. You whine incessantly
about change, but change has nothing to do with policy or party lines.
Change, you sheep, means doing
away with the word "politician." It
means wanting leaders and not fleshy
Pez dispensers that eject sunshine and
patriotism.
Liberals love making fun of how
muchMcflain's shoes cost and conservatives love making fun of Obama's
vacation spots; it only encourages
campaigns to' feast on these sorts of
things. But that's a game. Politics is a
game and they play it using your lives.
Andyou laugh, and then go vote for a
candidate. But a vote is nothing but
non-verbal vindication. You claim to
want change; lie to yourself, I don't
care. Yo.u'll simply continue to get the
government you deserve.
"

in our country that vote in particular
trends that can sway entire elections:
the women's vote, the independent
vote, the evangelical vote, even the
white Catholic vote. But according
to Roberts, the young vote has never
been significant enough to make any
sort of change.
"It's in your hands," she told us.
"You've had the right and power to
vote since 1972, and you've disappointed."
So let's not disappoint again, whether it be disappointing the country, the
party, the demographic, or in my own
journalist-obsessive case, Cokie Roberts herself.

She Came, We
Obsessed, Moving
On...
KATE KOLENDA '09
staff writer
On the evening of September 3",
2008 I, along with the most of the
country, was introduced to John MeCain's running mate. She is a vivacious younger politician who has been
embraced-in many cases, literallyby her fellow party members and an
incredible number of voters across the
nation.
In contrast, I am frightened, appalled, and angered by both her politics and attitude. While mayor of
Wasilla, she signed legislature that
"forced rape victims to pay for their
own forensic tests" (news.bostonherald. com), more commonly known
as rape kits. Her lack of knowledge
and experience of foreign culture (let
alone "affairs", i.e, current events,
foreign policy, and international relations) can be demonstrated, although
not solely, by the fact that she did not
obtain a passport until July 2007.
This deficiency is matched by her
ignorance of the very office she is
running for. In July of this year, when
Larry Kudlow of CSNBC asked her
how she would react were she indeed
McCain's choice, she replied, "As for
that VP talk all the time, I'll tell you,
I still can't answer that question until
somebody answers for me what is it
exactly that the VP does every day?
I'm used to being very productive and
working real hard in an administration. We want to make sure that that
VP slot would be a fruitful type of po.sition" (www.politico.com).
I am also deeply concerned with her
"

unfamiliarity of the people of our nation. According to the 2000 census,
only 3.5 percent of the Alaskan population identified themselves as Black
alone, as opposed to the national
census of the same year that reported
12.3 percent in the same statistical,
category (www.socialexplorer.com).
In recent history, her arctic home state
has voted Republican in presidential
elections. The administration that has
ruled this country for the past eight
years has appeared to forget-and at
times, willfully ignore-the interests
of the large percent of the population
who did not vote them into office.
Will this mother of five understand
and consider the voices of all the
people that she will lead? She claims
to know what every American is "going through", but this unprecedented
statement leads me to believe that she
will only mimic her predecessors.
What I find most odious and discouraging about this hockey mom is
that she has allowed herself to be used
as a distraction. I have yet to mention
her name in this piece, but you know
exactly whom I am mediating on, and
I would wager you knew 350 words
ago. I do not care about her pregnant
daughter, her union member of a husband , how she wears her hair, or the
Russian view from her home state.
Our economy is in crisis; we are still
in a war with no end in sight; the polar
icecaps are steadily melting. At press
time, election day is in 53 days, and
it is high time we take the spotlight
off Sarah Palin and return it to a much
larger and worthier subject: America's
future .
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September 11:
Seven Years Later

MATT FAIRMA~'09
. staff writer
It has been over seven years since
the horrific attacks on September
II th. What progress have we made
since then? Is our country safer? Is
our economy stronger? Have we advanced our values at home? Have we
advanced peace and stability in the
world?
No.
The events of 9/11 were shocking
and upsetting; that day burned a scar
into our national conscience, After the
attacks, the American people had the
sympathy and love of people throughout the world, even some of those uncomfortable with American cultural ,
military, and political hegemony, As
a result, the attacks gave our government unparalleled leeway of action
and an incredible opportunity to redefine what it means to be a member
of the international community, If our
government had played its cards right,
the world would be a better place today,
The world is not a better place today. It's worse.
The Bush administration played directly into the hands of the religious
extremists who planned the September
l Ith attacks by endorsing a policy of

Locked Out. ..Now What?

due the next day is creeping up on
you. You call that fateful number 2222, and explain the situation. They
contributing writer
remind you they cannot break protocol by helping you. OK., you kind of
Have you been locked out yet?
Because although I haven't, I know understand ... This new system is in
place so that you DON'T call Campus
several who have, and their experiences with the new system ranged Safety.
So your house fellow still isn't back,
from positive to quite negative.
the mysterious on-call house fellow
The new rules are simple, right?
isn't answering the phone, the Office
If you get locked out from between
of Residential Education and Living
8:30am - 5:00pm on Monday to
is closed, and Campus Safety won't
Friday you call Residential Educahelp you. Your cell phone, wallet,
tion; between 5:00pm. - 2:00am, you
and ill are in your room. You need
call your house fellow; and between
to study for an exam and finish writ2:00am - 8:00am you call Campus
ing that ten-page paper for tomorrow.
Safety. Simple, This system is defimilitant unilateralism in world affairs:
At this point, you've been locked out
If it didn't directly suit our interests nitely going to work. But let's take a for around two and a half hours, and
closer look:
or the interests of those in power, it
Let's say you get locked out at you're starting to freak out What do
wasn't worth our time; if it did, forget
you do?
5:20pm. It's too late to call Res Ed
about other nations. By rushing to inThe above situation is 100% feasiand so you knock on your house felvade Iraq, Bush told the other nations
low's door. But she's not there , be- ble, and that cannot be argued. Imagin the international community with
cause according to her schedule she's ine that just before three hours pass,
callous disregard that they were irrelat practice until 6:30, and then will your house fellow returns, unlocks
evant and their opinions unnecessary.
get dinner. So she's out until prob- your door and charges you $25. Is this
In doing so, he squandered the love
ably 7:30. What now? Simple, Res fair? Does this truly teach 'responsiand sympathy that the 9/11 attacks
Ed thought of that - there are on-call bility' to Conn students as it apparengendered and wasted an opportuhouse fellows every week to help re- ently is meant to?
nity to redefine our role in the interLike any new program, there are
solve situations like this. The number
national community by rearticulating
kinks
like this that need to be conis even on your house fellow's door!
our national values as values to which
So you call that number. But. .. it goes sidered and worked out I agree with
humanity should aspire.
straight to voicernail. Okay." what the administration - Campus Safety
After September II th, Bush should
happens now? Who even is the house should not be in charge of handling
have told the international community
fellow on-call? If you could find that lockouts, They have enough to do. I
that the attacks had made painfully evout then maybe you could go to their also honestly think this system CAN
ident to Americans the pressing need
dorm". Maybe it just has bad recep- work. Others who have been locked
for global peace, stability, economic
tion! They could be studying in the out found the new system simple, and
equality, and self-determination (belibrary, which is understandable, You got into their room within minutes,
tween nations, not simply within),
ask around, but can't find anyone who Yet until we can guarantee every stuHe should have coinmitted fully to.
dent access into their room within
knows,
international efforts to advance those
So you have no idea who you're try- thirty minutes of being locked out, we
undeniably beneficial values. In doing to contact, and your house fellow should work to improve the system.
ing so, he would have put the United
is still not back. What do you do next?
States on a path to addressing the root
The Res Ed office is obviously closed,
causes that give rise to terrorism,
so you take your next option - good
We failed to do these things and the
01' Campus Safety, Hey, they let you
next President will spend a great deal
in every time you got locked out last
of time simply repairing the damage
year, they'd probably make an excepdone over the last eight years,
tion for you, At this point, you've already been locked out for almost two
hours, and the pressure of the paper

JUSTIN O'SHEA '10

Where is the Green Candidate?
MIRIAM WASSER '09
staff writer
Though campaigns tend to. be full
of rhetoric and less focused on specific policy proposals, energy policy has
been one of the few issues actually
discussed on the campaign trail. Both
candidates agree that America has an
energy crisis, and that our reliance
on foreign oil makes us less energy
secure (for the record, we get most of
our imported oil and natural gas from
Canada, not the Middle East). And
both candidates talk of petroleum
alternatives.
.
HAh, yes," many Americans say to
themselves, "oil does seem to be running in short supply, and I suppose'
we can't 'drill, baby, drill' forever.
So hooray for petroleum alternatives!"
"Alternative energy.t'does have
a nice ring to it, doesn't it? It conjures images of happy polar bears
lounging on Arctic.ice, of industrial
smoke stacks being dismantled, and
of smog-free skies, But does it make
you think of enormous, indisposable
piles of nuclear waste? Does it make
you think of cancer epidemics, poisoned water supplies, and irreparable
damage? Does it make you think of
dammed rivers without salmon of
millions of acres of corn wher; tall
grass prairies used to stand? Does
it make you think of unprotected,
poorly paid workers mining toxic
chemicals? If it doesn't, it should.
I don't think it surprises anyone
by saying. most students at Connecticut College support Barack Obama,
at least as the lesser of two evils.
Obama has created a wildly success-

•

ful campaign, and has appealed to
the youth vote much more effectively
than John McCain, or other past
presidential nominees. He appeals to
the more socially conscious idealists
of this country, He appeals to those
who worry about our global image;
to those who worry that because they
make less than "$5 million a year,"
"more ofthe same" will not provide
economic security. He appeals to the
less-hawkish constituencies, to tliose
who do not see engaging in diplomacy with President Ahmadinejad as
a moral abomination. But most of all
his appeal seems to be in his prom- '
ises of "change."

Well, I'm skeptical. Call me a
cynic, call me disillusioned, call me
whatever you like, but I don't see
Obama really reducing our environmental problems, let alone saving the
environment-whatever
that means.
(I also don't think John McCain
would do much good either.) Are
more nuclear power plants the type
of change we really want? Are solar
panels and hydroelectric dams going
to prevent environmental damage?
Will Obama find a way to suddenly
make coal clean? For me, the answer
is rather obvious: no.
We currently know of no safe way
to dispose of nuclear waste, nor do
we have the technological know-how
to pre-:ent the escape of radioactive
material into the water supplies and
bodies of those living near nuclear
power plants. Mining and enriching
uranium and plutonium are highly
dangerous and costly processes,
though the Federal Government
already heavily subsidizes them,
The cancer caused by radioactive
isotopes can take years to material-

ize, and it can't be traced; we have

probably only seen the beginning of
the long-term effects of disasters like
Chemobyl. But the candidates want
to build more nuclear power plants.
Why?
Hydroelectric dams may not
produce nuclear waste or greenhouse
gases, but they prevent salmon from
spawning, substantially alter the
landscape, contribute to erosion ,
and sometimes fail and cause major
catastrophes-just
to name a few side
effects,
'
Clean coal is an oxymoron, and
mountain top removal is an egregious
practice. Mining coal is a dangerous,
urthealthy job, not to mention that it
takes a lot of energy to transport coal
around the country.
Solar panel construction requires
the use oftoxic chemicals and natural
resources, and these resources must
come from somewhere. Solar power
may not emit pollution the same way
as oil, coal, natural gas, or nuclear
energy do, but what happens when
it's time to dispose of a panel? Where
do all of those chemicals go? Perhaps
to electronic junkyards-excuse
me,
recycling centers in China. I am not
saying solar panels are not worth
investing in, so please do not misunderstand me, But I do find it important to highlight that this alternative
technology, like the other choices, is
not really all that laudable in the long
run.
I saw a bumper sticker the other
day telling me to vote for the environment. This confused me; who
are they suggesting I vote for?
.
Certainly not Obama or McCain.
Both the Democratic and the Republican parties have adopted the

slogan "change," but if! am voting for the environment, or at least
as an environmentally conscious
global citizen, then I am left without
a candidate. Where is the candidate
I want? Where is the candidate who
will say that the change we need is
bigger than issues about where we
get our energy; the change we need
is a lifestyle change. We need to
change how we view progress and
development; we most certainly need
to change how we think of our role
on this earth. We can build all the
green buildings and hybrid cars we
want, but it is not going to change the
fact that a global economy reliant on
nonrenewables cannot, by definition,
be sustainable. Materials, whether
they are petroleum-based, highly
radioactive, or inert as certain ores
are not in endless supply, and so far,
unable to be recycled to regain their
initial capacity, Maybe we need to
change our conception about global
development; is it really such a good
thing that more and more people on
the earth drive cars, work in fancy
buildings, finding more ways to sell 1
and buy useless junk? The only thing
we are really developing is the fastest .
route to destruction,
I suppose I can find some comfort
in the fact that long after we have
destroyed the atmosphere and melted
the polar ice caps, and long after we
have caused the extinction of ourselves and of most other organisms,
the earth will live on-the world
after all, was once a highly radio~c:
tive and seemingly inhospitable environment, yet life grew. But this does
little to inform my choice in candid~tes, and is not really the "change" I
am looking for from a new administration .

•
.

,

•
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Education Was Always A
Top Priority With Coach
derway. After a remarkable comeback
in last Saturday's victory over Trinity
as an adjunct professor of athletics and College, the team's drive ,has clearly
the athletic facilities director. In his - started to show through.
"I will miss the teaching, the intertime as the Director of Marketing and
personal relationships with students,
Promotions for Athletics he generated
'my coaching buds, the extended fam$300,000 for field improvements.
Though Lessig has contributed to ily of alumni and the seemingly unthe school in numerous ways, his pas- ending effort we all shared preparing
sion has always been coaching. When to be the best we can be in a highly
asked what his overarching goal was competitive atmosphere. I look forw"[d to sharing and caring for my
as a coach was he replied, "Provide
the same high quality of experience on family and grandchildren" said Lesthe field of competition as the student- sig. "I am thankful for the opportunity
to fulfill my professional goals at such
athlete receives in the classroom." His
belief that academics and athletics an elite academic institution as Conbuild upon one another has led to his necticut College." Students of Conn,
past and present, are extremely grateplayers' success both in the classroom
and on the field. Lessig's goal was not ful to Coach Lessig for the passion he
only to prepare his players for games, has put into his work and the spirit he
but also to prepare them for the real has continued to bring to the school
world after graduating from college. season after season. He will always be
As former player Matt Raynor '97 ex- remembered as a true Camel and he
plained "Coach realized that we were will be greatly missed by the College
students playing soccer, and that the community.
ultimate goal for each of us was to utilize Connecticut College to prepare us
for our future. Education was always
a top priority with Coach."
The soccer team this season will
have an extra incentive as they strive
to make their coach's final season one
to remember. That mission is well un-

continued from page twelve
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Lady Camels Are Put To
The Test Against Amherst
College
continued from page twelve
The Bantams out shot the Camels
13-7 and the final score was 3-0 in
favor of Trinity. Edwards added another four saves to her tally Thursday
night against Springfield College/but
the Pride out shot the Camels 23-18,
causing the Camels to fall short offensively.
After seventy minutes,
the final score was 2-1, Springfield.
The Camels look forward to their
next NESCAC game, Saturday at
11:OOam, against Tufts University.

Water Polo Youth Lead
Way

Spring Break 2008

Travel Free
Free Meals/ Drinks
Book before Nov. 1
Hottest destinations
www.sunsplashtours.com
end total was a team-high seven
goals. Captains Nick L1ewellyn'09
and Connor Matzinger ' 10 each had
staff writer
five goals for the weekend.
Goalie Brendan Kempf' 10 also
With only one senior on the team,
played well. He had a total of
the Connecticut College Men's Watwenty-five saves in the four games.
ter Polo team looked to its younger
Although the results of the tournaplayers to step up in their first games
ment weren't positive on the whole,
of the season.
the weekend showed the Camels
And step up they did.
some of the areas that they need to
On the weekend of September
improve on.
13th and 14th, the Camels traveled
"Our biggest problem as a team
up to Cambridge, MA to participate
is our depth," said James Green' 12.
in their first tournament of the year
"We only have four substitutes ... in
at MIT. Although they played a total
the tournament we ran out of steam.
of four games over the two days,
We are in good shape, but it is very
only one of them, a tight 7-6 loss to
hard to play multiple games in a
Washington & Jefferson, counted
day, like at the tournament, and not
toward the NCAA season. The other
get out swam by teams with benches
three games against Cal. Baptist,
around ten deep."
Boston University and Boston ColThe Camels are not discouraged
lege were all exhibition matches.
by their first tournament. In fact,
Over the two days the team went
because of their youth, they are very
1-3 in all, but came out of the tourpositive about how the season will
nament with a positive mindset. Satturn out.
urday, the Camels lost a disappoint"The team is happy with where
ing 20-3 match against Cal. Baptist,
we are right now," said Green. "We
but rebounded that afternoon with
have great chemistry. We truly bethe help of sophomore Hahn Je's
lieve that we have a lot of potential
four goals in a 12-11 victory over
for later on in the season and-future
Boston University.
.
years to come."
On Sunday, the Camels suffered
The Camels' next competition will
two tough losses. They lost 7-6
come this weekend as Conn holds
in their only NCAA match of the
. a tournament of its own in the Lott
weekend to William and Jefferson
Natatorium. The Camels will go up
and dropped their final game against
against Harvard on Friday and play
Boston College 14-6.
both St. Francis College and FordFreshman Sam Mitchell showed
ham on Saturday.
promise in these early games, scoring five goals on Sunday. His week- ,
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Like Sports?
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New Clubs Ratification
Hits Snag
continued from page twelve
perience and that the club will compete in the spring against the other
club softball teams in within the NESCAC. Despite her difficulties with
SGA, Kosofsky still hopes that they
will provide money for the team to
buy uniforms and safety equipment.
"Members
will have. to buy
their own' gloves," she conceded.
Kosofsky plans to have an introductory meeting sometime this fall but
unfortunately, on September 17th,
SGA e-mailed Kosofsky and informed

her that her constitution was being
delayed another week. Frustrations
aside, bringing club softball back to
Connecticut College will be an exciting development for softball fans.
Kosofsky is more than happy to answer any further questions potential
members may have. Shecan be contacted at sarah.kosofsky@conncoll.edu.
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MEN'S SOCCER
Camels to Bid Farewell to Coaching Legend
The only men's soccer coach in Connecticut College history will be retiring at the
end of this season
RYAN FITZPATRICK '12
staff "'(riter
In 1971, Bill Lessig assumed the
difficult task of coaching Connecticut
College's first men's soccer team. He
wasted no time in kicking off his career with an unexpected 5-3-1 record
in his inaugural season. Coach Lessig
liked the job so much that he has remained here for the past thirty-eight
years, in which time he has managed
to consistently field solid teams. Over
the years, he has accumulated a record of 264-227-39. Lessig's whopping 264 wins places him in rank
number four out of all active Division
III New England coaches. In 2006, he
was inducted into both the Connecticut State Soccer Hall of Fame and the
Southeastern Connecticut Junior Soccer Association Hail of Fame. Lessig
has produced eight All-Americans,

thirty-one All-New England selections, and nine All-NESCAC players. Jim Gabarra '81, one of Lessig's
All-Americans, qualified for the 1988
US Olympic Team. The Camels have
been two-time NESCAC Tournament
qualifiers and six-time ECAC finalists
with Lessig as head coach. Two of the
team's six appearances in the ECAC
finals were victories (1993, 1996).
While Coach Lessig has been the
face of the men's soccer team for almost four decade-s, his coaching skills
are not limited tq soccer. Lessig also .
coached the women's basketball team
for eleven years, the men's basketball
team for three years and the men's
and women's golf team for four years.
Lessig posted an impressive 181-64
record with the women's basketball
team from 1982-1993. He also served

SEE EDUCATION
continued on page eleven

Coach Bill Lessig with Assistant Coach, Tyrone Cunningham .. In addition to Lessig's prowess as a soccer Coach, he also posted a 181 -64 record as the Coach of
the Women's Basketball Team. Lessig coached that team from 1982-1993.
Photo Courtesy of College Relations

CLUB SPORTS

FIELD HOCKEY

ANew Club
Sport That
Is Not For
Softies

Great Expectations

Freshman brings
Women's Softball
Club to Connecticut
College
SARAH WEISS '12
staff writer
Freshman Sarah Kosofsky is in the
p'rocess of creating a club softball team.
Softball, as a club sport, has not existed at Connecticut College for years.
"I was really -irritated," Kosofsky
said. "The school's site listed club
softball, but [when Kosofsky got' to
Connecticut College she 1 found out
there was no softball at all." After
three years of varsity softball in high
school, Kosofsky is eager to get on the
field again. "Some people have been
like wow it's really cool you're starting a club as a freshman, but I didn't
want to wait until I'm older [to start
the club], because that's longer that
I'm not playing softball!" she added.
Getting back on the field has proved
harder than Kosofsky initially thought.
She was able to write the club's constitution quickly, but SGA approval is
taking longer than anticipated. "I'm
just really frustrated because people
who might have wanted to play will
get involved in other things," Kosofsky lamented. She is concerned
that students who may have cho- sen to play softball will already be
engaged by other activities before
can even start advertising the club .
. Once the club's constitution is successfully ratified Kosofsky hopes to
find many students interested in playing. Kosofsky explained that players
would not be required to have any ex-

SEE NEW
continued on page eleven

ELLEN CAVANAUGH '10
staff writer
The Lady Camels claimed the Silfen Turf Field on September 6th
as a new, almost unrecognizable,
team. After losing five seniors, a
three-year veteran assistant coach to
graduation and both junior goalies,
Jayme Sheehan and Steph Quinn, to
academic engagements, the Camels
anxiously awaited the coming season in hopes that it would yield goalhungry new talent to fill the gaps.
, Junior tri-captain Kristen Dirmaier
expressed her preseason concerns,
or lack thereof.
She confidently
claimed, "I am excited for everything. I am excited for a new team
with a different attitude and philosophy. We are a blank slate, ready to be
written on, ready to be manipulated
and molded into a NESCAC threat."
The Camels welcomed back thirteen
returning players as well as nine new
additions. Dirmaier reflected on the
newly developed team cohesion, saying, "All thirteen returners contribute
both on and off the field." Junior de-

fenseman, Jen, Wallace, added, "The
rookies have been an asset to team development. The combination of new
talent and strong veteran leadership
will act as the driving force that propels us to the NESCAC tournament."
After losing defensive goal protecting powerhouses, Steph Quinn to

Rookie goalies will
decide the fate of a
young Field Hockey
team
study abroad, and Jayme Sheehan to
a pursuit of more specific academicopportunities at the University of
Vermont, the Camel goal cage was
left wide open. Senior Hannah Ewing and Sophomore Robin Edwards
stepped in to make some saves. Ewing gained goal tending experience
in high school at American University, while Edwards had never even
seen a field hockey game before joining the Camels for the 2008 season.
Although Edwards is new to field

hockey, she played a season in goal
with the women's ice hockey team.
Edwards is an experienced and competitive college athlete aware of the
poise, discipline, and dedication one
must have to compete at the NESCAe' level. Senior tri-captain, Lucy
Gatta reflected on the new goalies
stating "Both Hannah and Robin are
great additions to our team this year.
We are lucky to have two such hard
working and dedicated new players.
They have both improved immensely over the short time that they have
been on the team and we would feel
confident with either of them in goal."
In her premiere against Amherst
College, Edwards made a total of
ten saves, but her defensive prowess
wasn't enough to carry the Camels to
victory. The final score was- 3-1 and
the Lord Jeffs out shot the Camels 159. Edwards had eight saves against
Trinity College, but again the Camel
attack experienced great difficulty
harnessing a strong offensive force.

SEE LADY
continued on page eleven

Despite practicing hard, the Women's Soccer Team (pictured below) couldn't beat the Tufts
Jumbos, Saturday: In a 2-0 loss, the Lady Camels couldn't find their shot, afact evident by the
Jumbos 8-to-I shot advantage over the Blue and White. The Women will look to avenge this
loss against Coast Guard Wednesday.

